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Dover Publications Inc., United States, 1968. Paperback. Book
Condition: New. Bernard Case (illustrator). New edition. 231 x 150
mm. Language: English . Brand New Book. What better way is
there to learn than by doing? This unusual book enables
children to carry out more than 40 experiments and
demonstrations, carefully planned to illustrate important
principles of modern science. Clear step-by-step instructions,
frequent diagrams, and clear statements of conclusions all
enable the young student to carry through these experiments
with minimal supervision, yet full success. Before embarking on
the world of discovery, the reader is introduced to the language
of chemistry, including a list of the most common elements and
their symbols. A chapter on setting up a laboratory, with a list of
equipment and chemicals is also very helpful, as is a discussion
of laboratory techniques. The experiments focus on the
chemicals in the air; the chemistry of water; solutions, diffusion,
and osmosis; crystals; fire; acids, bases and salts; photography,
and everyday things. The experiments included demonstrate
how to grow a crystal garden, make oxygen five different ways,
measure the proportion of oxygen in air, bleach cloth, and make
soap and toothpaste. No special equipment is needed: apparatus
can for...
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Unquestionably, this is the best operate by any article writer. It is really basic but surprises from the 50 % of the ebook.
I realized this ebook from my i and dad suggested this ebook to discover.
-- K a cie Schr oeder-- K a cie Schr oeder

This pdf could be well worth a read through, and a lot better than other. It is amongst the most incredible publication i
have got read through. I discovered this book from my dad and i recommended this publication to discover.
-- Sa dye Hilll--  Sa dye Hilll
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